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Cycle Trades Before and During the Big Bang

As the week after the British referendum on Brexit draws to a close, there is an opportunity examine 
the trades that occurred prior to, during and after Brexit. This is a useful exercise because every 
major event presents similar psychological traits, even though the exact details may differ. With the 
US election looming at the end of the year, traders might well be able to draw lessons from the 
development of these trades. 

The first trades, leading up to the Friday that has rapidly become infamous in the trading world, 
were published on FXStreet.com here:

http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/brexit-trade-opportunities-201606220754

This first article considered two possibilities of positioning against popular opinion as a major event 
approached, and ultimately targeted the FTSE100 and gold/XAUUSD.

In review, the trade setups have been listed here in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1: Four-hourly Trade Setup in XAUUSD (Long) 
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Figure 2: Four-hourly Trade Setup in FTSE100 (Short)

In hindsight, these trades were published too early, on the Wednesday prior to the Friday of the 
announcement. In many news-related trade setups, the actual opportunities only show themselves 
in the hours leading up to the event. Because the referendum had been widely anticipated, it was 
assumed that an earlier analysis might help. This turned out to be true, but only up to 24 hours prior 
to the announcement. Thus, these trades did not turn out too profitably, at least at first, as shown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

Figure 3: FTSE100 Overshot After Giving a False Entry



In the case of FTSE100, price overshot the Blue Box, rendering the trade setup null and void by the 
time the actual results were announced. In the meantime, it wriggled sufficiently to cause a trade to 
stop out, as shown in the chart. This was the price paid for anticipating the turning point too early.

Figure 4: Trades in XAUUSD – One Profitable and One Not

The XAUUSD trade showed similar characteristics, with price wriggling sufficiently to give a false 
entry prior to the actual event. However, when the results began to trickle in, price shot up 
sufficiently to justify a second entry, and that provided excellent reward-for-risk, covering the costs 
of the earlier false entries.

On the other hand, the article which was published on the Thursday just prior to the announcement 
was much closer the mark: 

http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/brexit-emerging-trade-opportunities-201606230908

It suggested two trades – on AUDJPY and GBPJPY – as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5: AUDJPY’s Four-hourly Trade Setup
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Figure 6: GBPJPY’s Four-hourly Trade Setup

The AUDJPY trade did not occur, as this pair overshot the Blue Box zone just prior to announcement 
(as shown in Figure 7), leaving GBPJPY as the lone trade opportunity. 



Figure 7: AUDJPY Overshot the Blue Box

The one that finally hit pay dirt was GBPJPY, which gave a trade that went at least four times the 
amount risked, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: GBPJPY’s Spectacular Drop

 

In fact, there were similar setups on many Yen pairs, particularly EURJPY. However, I have no regrets 
about not focussing on those setups, as taking positions across too many pairs would have increased 
exposure to Yen multiple times. This would add to the total risk taken from trading during a high 
volatility event such as this. Thus, it was sufficient to have one truly viable trade (other than 
XAUUSD) during the actual announcement. As mentioned earlier, the lesson learnt was not to 
anticipate the positioning of the trade excessively early. For analysis of the trade setups in more 
detail, please refer to this article:



http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/brexit-trades-closed-and-in-play-201606241500

Cycle Trades After the Big Bang

After the referendum result became known, the news did what it always does early the following 
week, and squawked about the market crashing. If a trader cared to inspect the chart, he would 
have noticed that after the big drop on Friday itself, the market did largely nothing. There were no 
continued spikes to the downside on GBPUSD. Technical traders would not have found this 
surprising at all – after all, the market moves in waves, not in straight lines. It took awhile for the 
market to find its footing (rather awkwardly). 

In the interim, the trade discussed in this article failed to materialised:

http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/brexit-gbpusd-the-week-after-201606270440

The trade in that article described a potential short on GBPUSD had it risen to the levels described by 
the Blue Box. Instead, prices moved anaemically sideways, and by the end of the week had not yet 
risen to activate it. The GBPUSD trade is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The GBPUSD Trade that Never Triggered

The reason this trade has been mentioned here is to demonstrate the fact that trades may be 
anticipated, but (very often) are not actually brought into play at all. This is an excellent example of 
that situation. Instead, as the week progressed, it became apparent that it would be more profitable 
to turn our attention to other opportunities. 

Admittedly, at this stage, the question was how long the Euro could maintain an edge over GBP, and 
although I believe I read several thoughts along the same vein, I did not personally see anyone who 
was pinpointing a reasonable turning zone for EURGBP. Thus, I set out to answer that question in 
this article:
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http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/potential-trade-setup-how-long-will-euro-hold-the-advantage-
over-gbp-201606271236

This state of reluctance to commit oneself to an exact trade is understandable, not least because it 
was a largely countertrend setup, as shown in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10: Setup on EURGBP’s Four-hourly Chart

The trade that was of the greatest immediate interest was obviously the lower Box, as that would be 
the one to be first activated. As a countertrend trade, risk management was critical, and as soon as it 
provided a 1:1 reward-for-risk scenario, we took profit and reduced risk very quickly, as described in 
Figure 11 below.

Figure 11: Taking Profits and Reducing Risk on EURGBP
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Unsurprisingly, the remaining trailing positions on the trade were then stopped out as EURGBP 
soared to new heights. Considering that this was a countertrend trade, there seemed little reason to 
complain. 

Were we disappointed? Not particularly. As prices pulled back in countertrend moves, we had 
already positioned ourselves for the continuation of the original trend, as shown here:

http://www.fxstreet.com/analysis/gbpjpy-the-gap-play-201606291050

The article describes the trade setup on GBPJPY’s four-hourly chart, a mirror image to EURGBP’s 
chart, as will be readily seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Preparing for the Trend Trade on GBPJPY’s Four-hourly Chart

The trade is still in play as this review is being written, but it would suffice to say that it has already 
gone very comfortably into profit, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: GBPJPY’s Trade Setup and Entry

As this is a trending trade, traders might choose to swing for better reward for risk. Others might see 
reason to take partial profits first in the face of increased uncertainty. Yet others might choose to 
trail their stop losses. Although the movement may not look like much as compared to last week’s 
referendum result move, there are already hundreds of pips involved, and reasonable reward-for-
risk ratios. 

Intraday Trades After the Big Bang

Is that all? Some might be surprised to realise that there were in fact not many cycle trade setups 
even during what the media would have you believe is a high-volatility week. For cycle traders, those 
were the best opportunities. There were most certainly others, but most were correlated with the 
trades already described, and would have represented an increase in exposure to essentially the 
same market cycle movement. However, the story for intraday traders would have been different. 

Monday and Tuesday were generally wait-and-see days. For the sake of discussion in terms of what 
trades might have been available, we will examine a strategy using the KCloudTM proprietary process, 
which is shown in Figure 14.



Figure 14: KCloudsTM the Week After the UK Referendum on the EU

There are a total of four intraday opportunities on the chart. The principle is to buy when the 
KCloudTM appears below price provide price touches the Cloud and then turns up on the 15-minute 
chart. The equal and opposite principle is to sell when the KCloudTM appears above price and price 
rises to touch the Cloud before providing a momentum reversal pattern on the 15-minute chart. 
Although these moves may not look very exciting by comparison, they are much more significant to 
intraday traders. This becomes more apparent on the 15-minute timeframe, as shown below in 
Figure 15. 

Figure 15: Intraday Opportunities on KCloudsTM

There were many other opportunities on the intraday timeframe, but many were moving in tandem 
with the trades highlighted here, and thus describing them would unnecessarily lengthen this 



review. The point in showing these trades is to show that even in intraday trading, patience is 
required for prices to reach appropriate levels where action can be taken.


